This paper considers multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay communication in multi-cellular (interference) systems in which MIMO source-destination pairs communicate simultaneously. It is assumed that due to severe attenuation and/or shadowing effects, communication links can be established only with the aid of a relay node. The aim is to minimize the maximal mean-square-error (MSE) among all the receiving nodes under constrained source and relay transmit powers. Both one-and two-way amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying mechanisms are considered. Since the exactly optimal solution for this practically appealing problem is intractable, we first propose optimizing the source, relay, and receiver matrices in an alternating fashion. Then we contrive a simplified semidefinite programming (SDP) solution based on the error covariance matrix decomposition technique, avoiding the high complexity of the iterative process. Numerical results reveal the effectiveness of the proposed schemes.
Introduction
Due to scarcity of frequency spectrum in practical wireless networks, multiple communicating pairs are motivated to share a common time-frequency channel to ensure efficient use of the available spectrum. Co-channel interference (CCI) is, however, one of the main deteriorating factors in such networks that adversely affect the system performance. The impact is more obvious in 5G heterogeneous networks where there is oceanic volume of interference due to hyper-dense frequency reuse among small-cell and macro cell base stations. Therefore, it is important to develop schemes to mitigate the CCI, which has been a major research direction in wireless communications over the past decades.
In the literature, various schemes have been proposed to control CCI at an acceptable level. A conventional approach in MIMO systems is to exploit spatial diversity for suppressing CCI [1] . Such spatial diversity technique has been used to solve many power control problems in interference systems for different network setups. In [2] , a power control scheme has been designed and thus it is difficult to find an analytical solution. To tackle this, we first devise an algorithm to optimize the source, relay, and receiver matrices alternatingly by decomposing the original non-convex problem into convex subproblems. To avoid the complexity of the iterative process, we then extend the error covariance matrix decomposition technique applied to pointto-point MIMO relay systems in [18] to interference MIMO relay systems in this paper. More specifically, under practically reasonable high first-hop signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) assumption, we demonstrate that the problem can be decomposed into two standard semidefinite programming (SDP) problems to optimize source and relay matrices separately. Note that high SNR assumption has also been made in [19] to simplify the joint codebook design problem in single-user MIMO relay systems and in [20, 21] for multicasting MIMO relay design. Hence our work is a generalization to multi-pair communication scheme taking co-channel interference into account.
The remainder of this paper is lined-up as follows. In Section 2, the interference MIMO relay system model is introduced. The joint optimal transmitter, relay, and receiver beamforming optimization schemes are developed in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively, for oneway and two-way relaying. Section 5 provides simulation results to analyze the performance of the proposed algorithms in various system configurations before concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
System model
Let us consider a communication scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , where each of the K source nodes communicates with the corresponding destination node sharing the same frequency channel via a common relay node. The direct link between each transmitter-receiver pair is assumed to be broken due to strong attenuation and/or shadowing effects. The kth source, the relay, and the kth destination nodes are assumed to be equipped with N s,k , N r , and N d,k antennas, respectively. 
One-way relaying
In this section, we consider that communication takes place in one direction only. The relay node is assumed to work in half-duplex mode which implies that the actual communication between the source and destination nodes is accomplished in two time slots. In the first time slot, the source nodes transmit the linearly precoded signal vectors B k s k , k = 1, · · · , K, to the relay node. The received signal vector at the relay node is therefore given by
where H k denotes the N r × N s,k Gaussian channel matrix between the kth source node and the intermediate relay
precoding matrix, and n r is the N r × 1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector introduced at the relay node. Let us denote N b = K k=1 N b,k as the total number of data streams transmitted by all the source nodes. In order to successfully transmit N b independent data streams simultaneously through the relay, the relay node must be equipped with N r ≥ N b antennas.
After receiving y r , the relay node simply multiplies the signal vector by an N r × N r precoding matrix F and transmits the amplified version of y r in the second time slot. Thus the relay's N r ×1 transmit signal vector x r is given by
Accordingly, the signal received at the kth destination node can be expressed as
where G k denotes the N d,k × N r complex channel matrix between the relay node and the kth destination node,
All noises are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance σ 2 n , where n ∈ {r, d} indicates the noise introduced at the relay or at the destination.
Remark Note that the interference term in ( 3) does not appear in the received signal of the single-user MIMO relay system considered in [19] or in the multicasting MIMO relay system considered in [20, 21] . Hence the subsequent analyses remain considerably simpler in [19] [20] [21] , whereas we need to deal with this troublesome interference term in this paper.
Considering the input-output relationship at the relay node given in (2), the average transmit power consumed by the MIMO relay node is defined as
where tr(·) denotes trace of a matrix, E{·} indicates statistical expectation, and
r I N r represents the covariance matrix of the signal vector received at the relay node.
For signal detection, linear receivers are used at the destination nodes for simplicity reasons. Denoting W k as the N d,k × N b,k receiver matrix used by the kth destination node, the corresponding estimated signal vectorŝ k can be written aŝ
where (·) H indicates the conjugate transpose (Hermitian) of a matrix (vector). Thus the MSE of signal estimation at the kth receiver can be expressed as
where E k denotes the error covariance matrix at the kth receiver, and
is the combined interference and noise covariance matrix.
In the following subsections, we develop optimization approaches that minimize the worst-user MSE among all the receivers subject to source and relay power constraints.
Problem formulation
In this section, we formulate the joint source and relay precoding optimization problem for MIMO interference systems. Our aim is to minimize the maximal MSE among all the source-destination pairs yet satisfying the transmit power constraints at the source as well as the relay nodes. To fulfill this aim, the following joint optimization problem is formulated:
where (9b) and (9c), respectively, constrains the transmit power at the relay node and the kth transmitter to P r > 0, P s,k > 0. Our next endeavor is to develop optimal solutions for this problem. Note that the problem is strictly non-convex with matrix variables appearing in quadratic form, and hence any closed-form solution is intractable. Therefore, we first resort to developing an iterative algorithm for the problem and then propose a sub-optimal solution which has lower computational complexity.
Iterative joint transceiver optimization
In this subsection, we investigate the non-convex source, relay, and destination filter design problem in an alternating fashion. We tend to optimize one group of variables while fixing the others. Given source and relay matrices {B k }, F, the optimal receiver matrices {W k } are obtained through solving the unconstrained optimization problem of min W k E k , since E k does not depend on W j , for j = k, and W k does not appear in constraints (9b) and (9c). Using the matrix derivative formulas, the gradient
Equating ∇ W H k (tr (E k )) = 0 yields the linear MMSE receive filter given by (11) where (·) −1 indicates the inversion operation of a matrix. Then for given source and receiver matrices {B k } and {W k }, the relay precoding matrix F optimization problem can be formulated as
Note that (12) is non-convex with a matrix variable since F appears in quadratic form in the objective function as well as in the constraint. However, we can reformulate this problem as an SDP using Schur complement [22] as follows. By introducing a matrix k we conclude from the second equation in (7) that the k-th link MSE will be upper-bounded if
In the above inequality, A B indicates that the matrix B − A is positive semidefinite (PSD). Now, by introducing a matrix such that F F H , and a scaler variable τ r , the relay optimization problem (12) can be transformed to
where we have used the Schur complement to obtain (14c) and (14d). Note that the problem (14) is an SDP problem which is convex and can, as a result, be efficiently solved using interior-point based solvers [23] at a maximal complexity order of [24] . However, the actual complexity is usually much less in many practical cases. Interested readers are referred to [24] for a detailed analysis of the computational complexity based on interior-point methods.
Finally, we optimize the source matrices {B k } using the relay matrix F and the receiver matrices {W k } known from the previous steps. Let us defineH k,j
, we can rewrite E k in (7) as
where the vector b k vec(B k ) is created by stacking all the columns of the matrix B k on top of each other,
, and ⊗ indicates matrix Kronecker product. Let us now denote
where bd(·) constructs a block-diagonal matrix taking the parameter matrices as the diagonal blocks,
By introducing M k FH k , the power constraints in (9b) can be rewritten as
where
Using (17) and (18), problem (9) can be written as
where (19) is a standard quadratically-constrained quadratic program (QCQP) which can be solved using off-the-shelf convex optimization toolboxes [23] . In the following, we also provide an SDP formulation of problem (19):
where τ s is a slack variable and p (20) can be solved at a maximal complexity order [24] . The proposed iterative optimization technique for solving the original problem (9) is summarized in Table 1 .
Since in each step of the iterative algorithm we solve a convex subproblem to update one set of variables, the conditional update of each set will either decrease or maintain the objective function (9a). From this observation, a monotonic convergence of the iterative algorithm follows. However, the overall computational complexity of the iterative algorithm increases as the multiple of the number of iterations required until convergence. Thus the complexity of the iterative algorithms is often reasonably high. Note that the sum-MSE based iterative algorithms proposed in [8] [9] [10] have similar complexity orders. Hence in the following subsection, we contrive an algorithm for the joint optimization problem such that the computational overhead is substantially reduced.
Simplified joint optimization algorithm
In the previous subsection, we optimized the source, relay, and receiver matrices in an alternating fashion. Here, we propose a simplified approach to solve problem (9) using the error covariance matrix decomposition technique. The following theorem paves the foundation of the simplified algorithm. Table 1 Iterative solution of problem (9) 1
Randomly initialize F and {B k } such that the constraints (9b) and (9c) are satisfied.
2 Repeat (a) Obtain {W k } as defined in (11) using known {B k } and F.
(b) Solve the subproblem (14) to update F using fixed {W k } and {B k }.
(c) Update {B k } through solving the subproblem (20) using F and {W k } known from the previous steps.
3 Until convergence.
Theorem 1
For given {B k } and {W k }, the optimum relaying matrix F for minimizing the worst-user MSE has the form:
λ r and λ e,k , ∀k, are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers as defined in Appendix 1.
Proof See Appendix 1.
H k B k can be regarded as the MMSE receive filter of the first-hop MIMO channel for the kth transmitter's signal received at the relay node given by (1) . The implication of the structure of the relay amplifying matrix in the proposed simplified design can be observed while applying the following theorem.
Theorem 2
The MSE term appearing in (9a) can be equivalently decomposed into
Proof See Appendix 2.
Even given the structure, an analytical optimal solution to the joint optimization problem is still difficult to obtain due to the cross-link interference from the relay node to the destination nodes. Therefore, we resort to develop an efficient suboptimal solution. The following proposition provides the foundation of the proposed simplified suboptimal solution.
Proposition 1 In the practically reasonably high SNR regime, the term B
Proof See Appendix 3.
The result in Proposition 1 is guided by the observation that the eigenvalues of B H k H H k −1 H k B k approach unity with increasing first-hop SNR. It will be demonstrated in Section 5 through numerical simulations that such an approximation results in negligible performance loss while reducing the computational complexity significantly. Applying Proposition 1, the transmit power of the relay node defined in (5) can be expressed as tr
. Therefore, problem (9) can be approximated as
Note that the optimal receiver matrices {W k } can be obtained as in (11) . Interestingly, the source and relay optimization variables {B k } andT are separable both in the objective function as well as in the constraints in problem (25) . Therefore, applying the results from Theorem 2 and Proposition 1, we can decompose the problem (25) into the following source precoding matrices optimization problem:
and the relay amplifying matrix optimization problem:
Note that the objective function in (26a) can be interpreted as the MSE of the kth transmitter's signal vector s k . In particular, the equivalent received signal for the kth transmitter's signal in the first hop received at the relay node is given by y
treating other users' signals as noise. As such, the corresponding MMSE receiver is given by D k in (23) . Thus the MSE expression in (26a) actually represents the equivalent first-hop MSE of the kth transmitter's signal s k .
Given the corresponding MMSE receiver D k , (26a) can be rewritten as
where 
which can be efficiently solved by standard optimization packages at a complexity order of O ( [24] . Thus, we can update {D k } and {B k } in an alternating fashion.
Regarding the relay amplifying matrix optimization, by introducingT HT Q, the relay matrix optimization problem (27) can be equivalently transformed to
Let us now introduce a matrix variable
, and a scalar variable t r . Using these variables, the relay optimization problem (30) can be equivalently rewritten as the following SDP:
Problem (31) is convex and the globally optimal solution can be easily obtained [23] . The complexity order of solving problem (31) is at most O ( [24] . Note that in the simplified algorithm, only the source matrices are obtained in an alternating fashion.
The overall joint optimization procedure is summarized in Table 2 .
Two-way relaying
Two-way relaying is being considered as a promising technique for future generation wireless systems since twoway relaying can significantly improve spectral efficiency. Hence, in this section, we consider two-way relaying in an interference MIMO relay system where each pair of users transmit signals to each other through the assisting relay node. The information exchange in the two-way relay channel is accomplished in two time slots: MAC phase and the BC phase. During the MAC phase, all the users simultaneously send their messages to the relay node. Thus the signal vector received at the relay node during the MAC phase can be expressed as
. . , K and n r is the N r × 1 AWGN vector received at the relay node.
Upon receiving y r , the relay node linearly precodes the signal vector by an N r × N r amplifying matrix F and transmits the N r × 1 precoded signal vector x r in the MAC phase:
The received signal at the kth user in the BC phase is given by
where we have definedk as the index of user k's partner (e.g.,
AWGN vector at the kth destination node. As in the case of the one-way relaying system, all noises are assumed to be i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance σ 2 n . Table 2 Proposed simplified algorithm for solving problem (9) 1 I n i t i a l i z e B k , ∀k, satisfying the constraints (29c). Since the transmitting node k knows its own signal vector s k and the full CSI of the corresponding sourcedestination link H T k FH k B k , each transmitter can completely cancel the self-interference component in (34). Thus, the effective received signal vector at the kth receiving node is given by
Using (33), the transmission power required at the relay node can be defined as
r I N r is the covariance matrix of the signal received at the relay node from all the transmitters. Furthermore, the MSE of the estimated signal using an N d ×N b linear weight matrix W k at the kth receiving node can be expressed as
Similar to the case of one-way relaying, the problem of optimizing the transmit, relay, and receive matrices for the two-way scenario can be formulated as
where (39b) and (39c) indicates the corresponding transmit power constraints.
Iterative joint transceiver optimization
Similar to the one-way relaying scenario, it can be shown that the transmitter, relay, and receiver matrices can be optimized in an alternating fashion through solving convex sub-problems. In each iteration of the algorithm, the receiver weight matrices are updated as follows:
The relay beamforming matrix F is optimized through solving the following SDP problem:
where we have defined
Finally, the optimal source precoding matrices are obtained by solving
Simplified non-iterative approach
Assuming moderate SNR in the MAC phase, it can be shown, similar to the one-way relaying case, that the generic structure of the relay matrix F is defined as F = TD H . Using this particular structure of F, the MSE at the kth receiver can be equivalently decomposed into two parts as shown below:
Numerical simulations
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed one-and two-way MIMO relay interference system optimization algorithms through numerical examples. For simplicity, we assume that the source and the destination nodes are equipped with N s and N d antennas each, respectively, and P s,k = P s , ∀k. We simulated a flat Rayleigh fading environment such that the channel matrices have zero-mean entries with variances 1/N s for H k , ∀k, and 1/N r for G k , ∀k. All the simulation results were obtained by averaging over 500 independent channel realizations. The performance of the proposed min-max MSE algorithms have been compared with that of the naive AF (NAF) algorithm in terms of both MSE and bit error rate (BER). The NAF algorithm is a simple baseline scheme that forwards the signals at the transmitters and the relay node assigning equal power to each data stream. In particular, the source and the relay matrices, in their simplest forms, in the NAF scheme are defined as
In the first example, we compare the performance of the proposed min-max MSE-based one-way algorithms with that of the sum-MSE minimization algorithm in [8] as well as the NAF approach in terms of the MSE normalized by the number of data streams (NMSE) with K = 3, N s = 3, N r = 9, and N d = 3. Figure 2 shows the NMSE performance of the algorithms versus transmit power P s with fixed P r = 20 dB. Note that for the proposed simplified non-iterative algorithm, we plot the NMSE of the user with the worst channel (Worst) as well as the average perstream MSE of all the users (Avg.). On the other hand, for the rest of the algorithms, the worst-user NMSE has been plotted. The results clearly indicate that the proposed joint optimization algorithms consistently yield better performance compared to the existing schemes. It can also be revealed that the proposed iterative algorithm has the best MSE performance compared to the other approaches over the entire P s range. It is no surprise that the NAF algorithm yields much higher MSE compared to the other schemes since the NAF algorithm performs no optimization operation. Most importantly, the iterative sum-MSE minimization algorithm in [8] always penalizes the user with the worst channel condition.
Since the NAF algorithm does not allocate the transmit power optimally and equally divides the power among multiple data streams instead, the inter-stream interference and the inter-user interference increase significantly at higher transmit power. Hence, the MSE of the NAF algorithm does not improve notably at higher transmit power.
Further analysis of the results in Fig. 2 reveals that the proposed simplified algorithm yields the worst-user MSE performance which is comparable to that of the iterative algorithm, even at low P s region. This observation illustrates that the approximation made in the simplified algorithm encounters negligible performance loss compared to the iterative optimal design. On the other hand, the computational complexity of the proposed simplified optimization is less than that of even one iteration of the iterative design, making it much more attractive for practical interference MIMO relay systems. The number of iterations required for convergence up to 10 −3 in terms of MSE in a random channel realization for the iterative algorithm are listed in Table 3 .
In the next example, we focus on the proposed simplified optimization scheme and compare its performance with that of the proposed iterative approach and the NAF algorithm in terms of BER. Quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) signal constellations were assumed to modulate the transmitted signals and maximum-likelihood detection is applied at the receivers. We set K = 3, N s = 2, N r = 6, N d = 3, and transmit 1000N s randomly generated bits from each transmitter in each channel realization. The BER performance of the algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 versus P s with P r = 20 dB. As we can see, the proposed simplified algorithm yields a much lower BER compared to the conventional NAF scheme. Compared with the iterative approach the simplified algorithm has much lower computational task at the cost of marginal performance loss.
In the last couple of examples, we analyze the performance of the two-way MIMO relaying scheme. The NMSE performance of the two-way relaying algorithms is shown for different number of communication links K in Fig. 4 . This time we set N s = 2, N r = KN s , and N d = 6 to plot the NMSE of the proposed algorithms versus P s with P r = 20 dB. It can be clearly seen from MSE keeps increasing. This is due to the additional crosslink interferences generated by the increased number of active users.
In Fig. 5 , the BER performance of the proposed twoway relaying algorithms has been compared with the sum-MSE-based algorithms originally proposed for oneway relaying in [8] [9] [10] . QPSK signal constellations were assumed to modulate the transmitted signals. We set N s = 2, K = 3, N r = KN s , N d = 6, P r = 20 dB, and transmit 1000N s randomly generated bits from each transmitter in each channel realization. Most importantly, the iterative sum-MSE minimization algorithms in [8] [9] [10] always penalize the user with the worst channel condition in the two-way relaying system.
Conclusions
We considered a two-hop interference MIMO relay system and developed schemes to minimize the worst-user MSE of signal estimation for both one-and two-way relaying schemes. At first, we proposed an iterative solution for both relaying schemes by solving several convex subproblems alternatingly and in an iterative fashion. Then to reduce the computational overhead of the optimization approach, we develop a simplified non-iterative algorithm using the error covariance matrix decomposition technique based on the high SNR assumption. Simulation results have illustrated that the proposed simplified approach performs nearly as well as the iterative approach, while offering significant reduction in computational complexity.
Endnote
1 The min-max MSE criterion is considered by many to be more desirable than the min-sum MSE criterion in [8] [9] [10] because fairness is imposed and weaker users are not being sacrificed for the minimization of the sum.
